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Abstract

In May 2018 the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into force. Intentions were to introduce high standards of protection of personal data. GDPR ensures that personal data can only be gathered under strict conditions and for legitimate purposes. Organizations that collect and manage personal information must also protect it from misuse and protect certain rights. Privacy and Economics are two concepts that needs to be considered simultaneously. The digital service industry has for years built up a business model around collecting, analyzing and selling information from private users. This has included both personal data and behavioral data to enhance and target marketing and secure profits. With GDPR, this business model is challenged and users are now in principle able to control and manage their personal information themselves. This mini-track discusses the relations between privacy and economics and the challenges to the established business models in the US and Europe.

2. What is Privacy Worth?

Trying to get an overview of what privacy is worth different perspectives are necessary – the users and the service providers.

Different analyses have tried to estimate how users of digital services value the protection of their personal data and whether they will have an interest in getting paid for their private data. Some studies ([4]; [5]) show that users are comfortable with sharing private data; also, with third parties in specific situations where they for example trust the institution they start sharing personal data with. Other studies ([6]; [7]; [8]) find that users have an interest in selling private data. Acquisti et al, [9], raise questions on whether notice and consent solutions (such as cookies where the user can self-manage the settings on privacy) may be effective and sufficient to guarantee consumers’ privacy. Research so far cannot clearly conclude on the economics of privacy seen from the user side.

The situation is different if we take a look at digital service providers. The general privacy-economics ecosystem between the user data, the service provider and third parties are a rather well-established ecosystem with business models that have existed for years. Over the years, the service providers and third parties have invented rather creative methods to collect user data, often without the knowledge of the user (see for example [10]. A study, [11], estimated the costs of hospitals in Texas to adopt opt-in policies for tracking health records for children in the state. The estimate was 1.4 million dollars or 2 Dollars per child born in the state.

With the GDPR new discussions have come up on the relation between privacy and economics. Studies have calculated costs for service providers to loose the availability of the private data; London Economics, [12], estimated that for EU as a whole it could mean a loss of $58 billion Pounds or 1.3 million jobs lost.

3. The Mini Track

The mini track on Privacy and Economics discusses privacy and economics and the differences between the
US and Europe on this area. This includes discussions on economic perspectives on the regulation in Europe and across the US as well as user right to privacy with respect to collection, retention, analysis and transfer of personal data. The topics include:

- Design and implementation of novel Privacy Enhancing Tools (PET) as well as security mechanisms.
- Usable Privacy, discussing methods and techniques to analyze and visualize privacy policies in user interfaces to create awareness management of the user’s private data.
- The personal data as an economic asset who it belongs to and what economic challenges are seen with GDPR and other regulations.

At the mini track 4 papers are presented:

- An Inventory of International Privacy Principles: A 14 Country Analysis (Mary Francis, Quentin Covert, Dustin Steinhasen, Kevin Streff)
  The paper discusses and provides an inventory of the data privacy principles set out by fourteen countries around the world.
- Towards a Triad for Data Privacy (Quentin Covert, Dustin Steinhasen, Mary Francis, Kevin Streff).
  This paper provides a surface-level comparison of data privacy triads from NIST in the United States and ULD in Germany that may form the basis for a future universal definition of data privacy.
- Privacy Concerns regarding Wearable IoT Devices: How it is Influenced by GDPR? (Chinju Paul, Kevin Scheibe, Sree Nilakanta).
  The paper discusses use of experimental design to understand how these factors influence privacy concerns. The results suggest that GDPR reduces the average privacy concerns of users.
- The impact on Multi Business Model Innovation related to GDPR regulation (Peter Lindgren).
  The paper discusses that the new GDPR regulation causes several business economic and customer service challenges to different businesses in different business model ecosystems. The increase of network-based business models with many, different and flexible network partners challenge the business on GDPR regulatives.
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